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Simulator (of high flying)
Ricardo Forriols
Dedicated to Monroe Stahr (The last magnate), Carlos Gardel, Antoine de Saint-Exupery and Glenn Miller

Your Attention, Please More or less, with that pronunciation that ends
up being that of the institutional voice that tells us everything, even in
documentaries, the senior stewardess goes into the details of the flight
instructions and the cabins commodities, all of its services and
impediments, over and over again, in at least ten languages, every time
I catch a plane and have to fasten my seatbelt. Meanwhile, another
stewardess shows the actions and indicates the emergency points, not
without first ensuring that her gaze is fixed on the back of the cabin
and trying to put on an incorruptible face on which, sometimes, I seem
to have discovered a light smile of shame or a blush of insecurity.
As on other occasions, today I thought that my comfortable armchair
is my seat in a Super-Constellation, the same craft with which one night,
with a three-hour delay, Max Frischs novel, Homo Faber, begins, off
the runway of some airport near New York and in the middle of a
snowstorm. When all this was going through my mind, I felt the tumult
with which the undercarriage folded away under my feet and I was
reconciled by imagining that it was I who made the take-off lights go
out on reaching the convenient height.
Immediately after, I have sometimes found myself thinking that the
pilot must disconnect the radio, cut the communications with the control
tower, and handle the controls that make the machine work not
automatically but by remote control; at that moment, when I sit back
in the seat, I feel that I can take control of the plane and mark out the
paths that we will follow at cruise speed until we begin to descend at
an exact point of the trajectory.

As I know that this is somewhat improbable, my resignation leads me
to my folding table to put in order a notebook that, I imagine, possesses
all the navigational charts  which I prefer to getting queasy, to
overcoming and avoiding dizziness, even if it is that caused by the wind
and its currents  and some books. Before long, immersed as I am in
calculating my queasiness, I stop taking the place of the pilot and look
for a break striking up a conversation with one of my seat companions.
For example, the one who one of my journeys ended up telling me of
the strange future proposition they had made him a few months before
of painting a picture with the ashes of a close friend. The matter has
not ceased to surprise me  now that I remember it and then. I believe
this is due to his tone and the fact that the anecdote came together
in my memory with one of those I remember that make up the
particular enigmatic biography of Georges Perec, the three hundred
and three: I remember how hard it was for me to understand what the
expression with no solution of continuity meant.(1)
Today, however, as I fly over the ocean around some continent bound
for an inexistent South, I cannot help wondering what happened to that
painter and if he has had to carry out what was asked of him. And I
do this at the same time as I trace imaginary lines like connectors that
establish relations between places that are distant between each other,
on a map, tense and decided lines that describe hypothetical trajectories,
that contain geometric paradoxes. I manipulate drawings that are traces
with which I play the work of those Renaissance artists who defined
space and its cartographic depiction. Nevertheless, I reveal myself, I

do not try to follow their same rules. If there was a rule, it would be

But it seems not. There below points and lines of light can be made out

by a syntax and semantics that are off course, of a different application,
simulating a paranormal or at least anomalous nature, since the lines

in the city as if they were neons hung out that paint the world, that
illuminate the landscape with their signs. And now that we descend to

are not concentrated to define an object or place, but are projected to

the runway, the clouds suggest dirty stains and dispersions, like dust,

mark out their disperse presence as if we were prolonging to infinity

that float veiled and compressed between the beacons and the roof of
the horizon of a dream.

the edges and angles of a cardboard box folded up on itself.
I am like that throughout the flight, which I spend musing on paper
these notes like Glenn Gould sang his ones, in a melodic, brutal whisper,
listening to the keys of his piano as he played it. (For a moment I
thought I was radiating position indications to the farthest control tower
in the world.)
And thus, if this craft could fly higher  I am sure  from this seat I

Our craft has just touched down and is nearing the finger of the
disembarking dock when again the aeroplanes voice contradicts me
Thank you for choosing to fly with us and we hope that you have enjoyed
flying high. It is 21:45 in Marvazelanda, local time, and the temperature
is 19 degrees centigrade. The captain and crew hope you have a pleasant
stay.

would try to take over the controls so as to take us out of the established
flight path, I would be looking to search in its margins, to look into its
limits, despite the fear of crashing us into any invisible frontier. If I
knew how to, on each flight I would turn around and start again following
my dizziness charts, I would make the trick disappear by hiding the
mistakes in my readings in the middle of any bank of clouds, bewildered
by the turbulence; I would go to the depths of a cloud so compact that
it would seem we could not go through it, to go there, stop the engines,
and check the lightness of the weight, the disarticulation of the shapes,
with no solution of continuity.
If it were true, these lines of force that are drawn in florescent traces
on the charts would be the same tense ropes that would let me handle
the craft by remote control, from my seat, beyond the foreseeable logic
of the flight, far from the measuring instruments, to look for the
antipodes, jumping out into the nothingness through the window; to
look for the opposite side, disappearing into the margins of a technology
that is perhaps rudimentary, just like letting the breeze drive us on by
blowing out the sales of a certain Schooner on the Aegean Sea.

(1) Georges Perec, Me acuerdo [Je me souviens, Hachette, Paris, 1978], Ed. Berenice,
Córdoba, 2006, pág. 85..
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Professional sailors, those who guide large merchant ships from continent to continent, those who have to cross various meridians or go over
the equator to do their job, those who put up with all kinds of harsh elements, and often a loneliness that not even a Ghanaian monkey could
alleviate, use the romantic expression to sleep in Cape Butt to show what they really yearn for. Most of those who have worked for long periods
at sea look to return to land as soon as possible and to sleep in calm waters, with the heat and company of their glowing female companion.
Such a coarse image, improper in Patrick O'Brians literature or in the voice of Capitan Aubrey "The lucky one"; too rough even for that other
obstinate adventurer "the man from Boston", is, however, a feeling that nearly always emerges, in one way or another, in the genre of adventure.
In The world in his arms, Raoul Walsh (1952) would have us believe that Jonathan Clark (Gregory Peck)s only ambition from the outset is to
make Alaska American territory. For his star, it seems that the wind and his flamboyant schooner the "Pilgrim" from Salem, are the only elements
that reduce the world down to an insignificant territory. Nevertheless, we soon see that what he really wants is to conquer the heart of the Russian
Countess (Ann Blyth). This third element re-dimensions the world, life itself, and in this case, is a reason to justify his retirement.

The simulated image of a world within arms reach may be too sedentary

in a reality that goes on beyond what is tangible. Through his character,

an adventure today, or perhaps crazy. The risk in this kind of adventure

he questions the senses and aspires to seeing the fever hone its faculties

is that the body is punished in a different way. Aside from a gradual

to let him perceive another level of the world that is more ethereal and

muscular atrophy, it is at most the head and the ideas that rebel here.

changing.

From a tabletop monitor, the word emigration loses the hardness of
other surroundings, that hardness to which nature compels us in the
form of nomadism and that which between cities and frontiers gives us
anguish in the form of a passport. To move around here seems to be
an absolutely aseptic concept, but no further. Virtual reality has never
lacked passion in its technological version either.
Michel Serres has been praising this new nature for years. It is not for
nothing that he was a sailor before becoming an academic, which gives
his proposals an unusual poetry. We could say that his book "Atlas", is
as far as the theme is concerned, the French version of that "Telepolis"
and later ones by Javier Echeverría. "Atlas" is a more sentimental book,
fragmented in small episodes that go from essays to the most authentic
hallucination. His "sheets" or episodes are more reminiscent, on occasions,
of that genre that Rafael Sánchez Ferlosio made his own. The wrecks,
like the remains of a shipwreck, are metaphorically small fragments of
a reality and a world, the knowledge of which can only be partial but
intense. Perhaps this is, in the best of cases, the triumph to which a
painting can aspire.
Among the curves of this "Atlas", Serres recovers a tale by Guy de
Maupassant. "Le Horla" (1887), is a small diary that goes from spring
to the end of summer. In this period, the protagonist tells of how his
life combines a leisurely, contemplative state with a life that is becoming
more and more agitated and sophisticated, and something or somebody
comes into this life almost without his realising, showing him a new
reality that drives him crazy. Maupassant questions reality, though he
delights in day-to-day things, even in the smallest details, and believes

Maupassants aerial temperament captivated Alberto Savinio around
the forties (1), and now Michel Serres collates it with a tale with which
he finds an evident parallelism with the more and more fluid intromission
of virtual technology. "The immobile and homely inhabitant, flees
symetrically, towards the exterior." (2). This flight was traditionally
stimulated by literature, music, images or oral tradition, whereas today
and for some time now it has had a reinforced complement in the very
net and in many computer programs. However, the question that Serres
makes clear is not so much where to go, but where we are and what
the nature of our intentions is. It is only too well known that this medium
makes it impossible to draw a precise and definitive atlas, since every
name and terminal today generates some coordinates to take into
account potentially. Marvazelanda is today only an imaginary point
located geographically and bi-dimensionally between the studio/workshop
and its antipodes.

(1) Alberto Savinio, Maupassant y el otro, Barcelona, Bruguera, 1983.
(2) Michel Serres, Atlas, Madrid, Cátedra, 1995, p.63.
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